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topwin 3000 is easy to use. the software is very intuitive. as you can see, it is easy to program the ic, but it is not a beginner's tool. if you want to program an ic that is not listed in the utility, you have to search the internet for the information. the main function of the topwin programmer is to open the file saved in
the buffer and write the code into the selected chip.first select the chip from the list of chips on the toolbar. these are chips supported by topwin universal programmer that are listed on the sticker on the back of the programmer.since you are using the programmer for the first time select the chip to be

programmed and click the load file to buffer icon. the programmer icon appears on the desktop. when the usb is disconnected, you see a box with the words 'usb device' on the desktop. when you reconnect the usb cable, the topwin icon appears in the folder. click on the icon to connect with the topwin software.
it is not possible to use the programmer in dos mode. once the connection is established, the software appears on the top menu bar. you can now see the status of the programmer in the program window and you can make selections from the list of the ics supported by the programmer. if you see any red cross in

the program window, that means that the programmer is not connected to the pc. for that, first check that the usb cable is properly connected to the pc and that there are no loose pins. if the connection is correct, try to select another usb port. if you still see the red cross, try to reboot the pc. now the
programmer should be connected.
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i got the top2000 programmer for the arduino and while i did get the necessary software to program the arduino i couldn't get the programmer to work with the arduino. i know the standard arduino programming software should work with it, but it doesn't. the top 2000 can read the arduino but can't write to it. i read online
that there is a special software for the arduino, but the top2000 software won't work with it. i tried programming without the special software and nothing worked. is there a software for the top2000 that i can use to program the arduino? i bought one of these and have been using it for several weeks. i am very happy with the
device. i have been able to program an atmel avr microcontroller and i can program a handful of programmable eproms. with the eprom i bought for this device, you can write and read data. the programming interface is easy to use and i can program pretty much any eprom i can find. so far it has been working great. there
are a few things i would like to change about it. the first is that there are some functions in the software that i have not been able to figure out. one is that the eprom is not recognized. the second is that when i try to program a different type of eprom, i get the message that it cannot program this type of eprom. i think i will

return it to the store and purchase something else. i have been using it for a few weeks and have not had any problems. if you have any questions regarding the programming function of the programmer, feel free to contact me. step 1:open the programmer software and open the buffer and then select a chip.step 2:now click
the position tag to see how to place the ic in the holder. it shows that 27c512 has to be placed with cut side of ic downwards.place the ic accordingly and lock the handle of the zif socket (zero insertion force socket, it is called so,as you are applying zero force to insert an ic). 5ec8ef588b
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